A mussel farming rope especially developed for the European black and blue mussel industry. This series of mussel ropes come in three different loop sizes (30 mm, 50 mm and 70 mm) and can be ordered both unweighted for only grow-out or weighted for both catching spat and grow-out.

The size of the loops depends on the specific conditions at the farm site and what density of mussels that the farm site successfully can produce. The 30 mm loop is ideal for harvesting 5 kg per meter, the 50 mm loop 8 kg and the 70 mm loop can support up to 12 kg per meter of mussel rope.

All ropes have a 14 mm core and are UV-stabilized. Black as standard colour. Delivered on coils or packed in bulk-bags of each 2000 m.

Description:
- Carapax Mussel Farming Rope - Carapax MaxiLoop, 30 mm
- Carapax Mussel Farming Rope - Carapax MaxiLoop, 50 mm
- Carapax Mussel Farming Rope - Carapax MaxiLoop, 70 mm